This paper describes our submissions to Task 6, i.e., Detecting Stance in Tweets, in SemEval 2016, which aims at detecting the stance of tweets towards given target. There are three stance labels: Favor (directly or indirectly by supporting given target), Against (directly or indirectly by opposing or criticizing given target), and None (none of the above). To address this task, we present a two-step learning system, which performs two steps, i.e., relevance detection and orientation detection, in a pipeline-based processing procedure. Our system ranked the 5th among 19 teams.
Introduction
Social platforms, such as Twitter, Facebook, etc., have attracted hundreds of millions of people to share and express their opinions or standpoints in the past few years. Promoted by that growth, researchers have been enthusiastic about mining useful information in these abundant free texts from social platform, such as stance detection. Determining the stance expressed in a post written for certain target is a relatively new task in sentiment analysis. Classifying stance involves identifying the target of the post and determining its sentiment orientation. The general researches just focus on detecting the stance of posts where the provided posts are relevant to the given target (Somasundaran et al., 2007; Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2010) . Besides, the previous work usually aims at the posts collected from forums which have co-posts as reference (Murakami et al., 2007; Agrawal et al., 2003) . Some approaches were adopted to settle stance detection, for example, Murakami and Agrawal detected the stance in the posts collected from forums and adopted coposts as reference (Murakami et al., 2007; Agrawal et al., 2003) .
The task of Detecting Stance in Tweets (DST) in SemEval 2016 aims at classifying the provided tweets into three stance classes, i.e., Favor (directly or indirectly by supporting given target), Against (directly or indirectly by opposing or criticizing given target) and None (none of the above) refer to a given target. The DST task consists of two subtasks which could be summarized as supervised subtask (i.e., subtask A) and weakly supervised subtask (i.e., subtask B). The supervised subtask is to test the stances of certain tweets towards five predefined targets with labeled training data, while the weak supervised subtask is to detect the stances of tweets towards one target with the aid of a mass of unlabeled training data.
Somasundaran showed that the stance classifier trained on unigram is a relatively strong baseline (Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2010) . Based on Somasundaran and Wiebe's work, Anand augmented the n-gram features with several linguistic features (Anand et al., 2011) . Except for feature engineering, many researchers focused on other methods to improve performance. For example, Murakami and Sridhar took the forward posts of current post into consideration (Murakami and Raymond, 2010; Sridhar et al., 2014) . The previous works usually processed the posts with co-posts or some additional information, such as its author, writing timeline (Faulkner, 2014; Rajadesingan and Liu, 2014; Hasan and Ng, 2013) . Differ from these works, the DST focuses on classifying the stance of tweets into three classes, i.e., Favor, Against and None, rather than two classes. Moreover, the organizers did not provide the related information of tweet, such as author information. Thus, to address this task, we decomposed the stance detecting model into two parts, i.e., relevance detection and orientation detection, which aim at determining whether the tweet is relevant or irrelevant to the given target and whether the tweet is in favor of or against the given target. Since the given 6 targets belong to different types, e.g., Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump are about people, Climate Change is a Real Concern is a environmental topic, etc., considering the diversity of different targets, we built unique model for each target with different features. To achieve high performance, we proposed various features, e.g., Linguistic Features, Topic Features, Word Vector Features, Similarity Features, etc., to perform stance detection.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports our systems including preprocessing, feature engineering, evaluation metrics, etc. The data sets and experiments descriptions are shown in Section 3. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 4.
System Description
To address these two subtasks, i.e., supervised framework and weakly supervised framework, we used the two-step model to classify certain tweets into 3 stance labels (i.e., Favor, Against, None). The first step (i.e., relevance detection) is to determine whether the tweet is relevant to the given target. The second step (i.e., orientation detection) aims at classifying whether the tweet is support for the given target. To improve the classification performance, we extract various types of features, such as linguistic features (e.g., N-grams, N-chars), similarity features (e.g., cosine similarity, JSD similarity), topic features (e.g., sent2topic, top topic word), sentiment lexicon features, etc. The difference of the methods to settle two subtasks is located in the different training data they used. For subtask A, we segmented the training data into 5 subsets according to the 5 predefined targets and trained two classifiers for each subset. Thus, for subtask A, our system consists of 10 classifiers and we conducted feature selection procedure for each classifier. As for subtask B, we combined all labeled data in subtask A as training data and constructed two classifiers to perform relevance detection and orientation detection.
Data Preprocessing
Due to the irregular writing form of tweets, we first convert the slangs or abbreviations to their formal forms with the aid of a pre-defined dictionary downloaded from Internet 1 . For example, we convert "goooooood" into "good", "gr8" to "great". The processed data is fed into CMU TweetNLP tool (Owoputi et al., 2013) to perform tokenization, POS tagging. Meanwhile, we employ Stanford Parser tool (Klein and Manning, 2003) and LDA-C (Blei et al., 2003) to implement dependency parsing and topic parsing respectively. Finally, the NLTK tool (Bird et al., 2009 ) is used to conduct lemmatization and stemming.
Feature Engineering
Since we decompose the stance detecting task into two steps, i.e., relevance detection and orientation detection, this task is related to similarity evaluation and stance orientation classification. Thus, we extract five types of features, i.e., Traditional Linguistic Features, Similarity Features, Topic Features, Sentiment Lexicon Features, Tweet Specific Features and Word Vector Features.
Traditional Linguistic Feature
N-grams: N-grams features are widely used in many NLP tasks. In this task, we extract unigram, bigram, trigram and 4-gram.
N-chars: We record presence or absence of contiguous sequences of 3, 4, and 5 characters as Nchars features, i.e., 3-char, 4-char and 5-char.
Pos: There are total 23 types of pos tags collected in training data processed by CMU TweetNLP tool. We record the number of each pos tags as Pos features.
Cluster: The CMU TweetParser tool provides the token clusters produced with the Brown clustering algorithm on 56 million English language tweets. The 1, 000 clusters are served as Cluster features.
Dependency: The dependency tree is generated by Stanford Parser tool and each tweet is represented as several triple (i.e., relation(government, dependent)).
We extract three types of Dependency features:
The feature value is set as 1 or 0 if corresponding tuple is present or absent in tweet.
Top Tfidf Word (TopTfidf ): We divide the labeled tweet datasets with Favor or Against stances into 5 subsets towards given targets and calculate the tfidf score for each word in 5 subsets separately. We collect the 20 words with top tf idf scores in each subset and set binary feature value to indicate whether the corresponding word exists in current tweet as TopTfidf feature.
Punctuation: The numbers of exclamations (!) and questions (?) are also noted.
Negation: We collect 29 negations from Internet and designed binary feature to record if there is negation in tweet.
Topic Feature
We feed all training data into LDA-C tool to produce some topic-related information.
Sent2Topic: The LDA could generate the document distribution among predefined topics. We extract this distribution as sent2topic feature.
Word2Topic: Each word in input tweets could be expressed as the probabilities among topics. The word2topic feature is represented as the accumulation of the probability of corresponding topic of all word in single tweet.
Top Topic Word (TopTopic): Since the topic probability of each word indicates the significance for corresponding topic, thus we collect the top 20 words in each topic to build TopTopic feature.
Similarity Feature
Since we first determine whether the tweet is relevant to the given target, some similarity features are extracted to model the relevance detect classifier.
JSD Similarity (JSD): For each target, we collect the Favor and Against tweets to construct word distribution for different targets. Specifically, for subtask B, the tweets with "#DonaldTrump" are regarded as relevant record. For each tweet, we calculate Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) similarity of word distributions between current tweet and corresponding target, which denotes as follows:
where KL(P ||Q) means the Kullback-Leibler divergence between distribution P and Q. Furthermore, we also take the distributions under lemmatization and stemming forms into consideration. Cosine Similarity (Cosine): Similar with JSD, we obtain the word distributions among targets current tweet respectively. The cosine distance among two distributions is calculated as Cosine Similarity feature. For Cosine Similarity, we take lemmatization and stemming forms into account as well.
Overlap Similarity (Overlap): Overlap Similarity is a simple and effective similarity measure and calculated as follows:
where where |A ∩ B| denotes the size of intersection of set A and set B and |A| means the size of set A.
Here, we treat the top 5/10/20 most relevant words of corresponding target produced by the LDA tool as |A| and the current tweet as |B|. Similar with JSD and Cosine Similarity, we also consider the lemmatization and stemming forms. Thus, final dimension of Overlap Similarity is 9. ContainTopic: It indicates whether there is any intersection between target words and tweet.
Sentiment Lexicon Feature
We employ the following seven sentiment lexicons to extract sentimental lexicon (SentiLexi) features: Bing Liu lexicon 2 , General Inquirer lexicon 3 , IMDB 4 , MPQA 5 , AFINN 6 , NRC Hashtag Sentiment Lexicon 7 , and NRC Sentiment140 Lexicon 8 . Generally, we transform the scores of all words in all sentiment lexicons to the range of −1 to 1, where the minus sign denotes negative sentiment and the positive number indicates positive sentiment.
Given a tweet, we first convert it to lowercase. Then for each sentiment lexicon, we calculate the following five sentimental scores: (1) the ratio of positive words to all words, (2) the ratio of negative words to all words, (3) the maximum sentiment score, (4) the minimum sentiment score, (5) the sum of sentiment scores. If one word does not exist in one sentiment lexicon, its corresponding score is set to zero.
Tweet Specific Feature
AllCaps: It represents the number of words with uppercase letters.
Hashtag-Ngrams: The hashtag always carries significant information. Thus, we segment the hashtag to normal phrase and construct Hash-unigram and Hash-bigram.
Elongated: It indicates the number of words with one character repeated more than two times in raw tweet, e.g., "goooood".
Emoticon: We collect 69 emoticons from Internet and this binary feature records whether the corresponding emoticon is present in tweet.
Word Vector Feature
Word vector is a continuous-values representation of the word which usually carries important information. In this part, we utilize two types of word vector, i.e., general word vector, sentiment word vector.
General Word Vector (GoogleW2V): We used the publicly available word2vec tool 9 to get word vectors with dimensionality of 300, which is trained on 100 billion words from Google News as general word vector.
Sentiment Word Vector (SWV): Zhang proposed the Combined-Sentiment Word Embedding Model to settle sentiment analysis task (Zhang and Lan, 2015) . In this work, we continue to use this mod-7 http://www.umiacs.umd.edu/saif/WebDocs/NRC-HashtagSentiment-Lexicon-v0.1.zip 8 http://help.sentiment140.com/for-students/ 9 https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec el to train the sentiment word vector with the aid of NRC140 tweet corpus (Go et al., 2009 ). Since one tweet contains more than one word, we adopted simple min, max, average pooling strategies to obtain the text vector. Thus the final text vector V (t) is concatenated by V max (t), V min (t) and V average (t).
Evaluation Metrics
For both subtask, we adopt the macro-averaged F score of Favor and Against stances (i.e., F macro =
) to evaluate the performance, which considers a sense of effectiveness on small classes. To estimate the system performance on training data, we employ
for step1 (i.e., relevance detection) and
for step2 (i.e., orientation detection). Change is a Real Concern" "Feminist Movement" and "Donald Trump" respectively.)
Experiments

Datasets
For subtask A, the organizer supplied all training data, which consists of 5 targets, i.e., "Hillary Clinton", "Legalization of Abortion", "Atheism", "Climate Change is a Real Concern" and "Feminist Movement". The statistics of datasets are listed in Table 1 . For subtask B, the participants just received tweet ids and a script to collect data and the provided tweets have no labels. The distribution of test data of both subtasks is established in Table 1 as well.
Experiments on Training Data
Subtask A
To address this subtask A, we adopted a twostep method, which aims at determining whether the tweet is relevant to the given target and whether the tweet is support for the given target, respectively. Furthermore, considering the diversity of different targets, we separated the training data into 5 subsets according their targets and trained 5 models to to settle subtask A. For each target, we built two classifiers to perform stance detection. Thus, there are altogether 10 classifiers constructed for subtask A. In order to improve the performance of stance detection, we conducted feature selection procedure for every classifier. The 5-fold cross validation was performed for system development.
Since the majority of features are high dimensional and sparse, e.g., the dimensions of 4-char and 5-char in Feminist are 15, 536 and 26, 658 respectively, in our preliminary experiments for all five targets, we employed the Logistic Regression algorithm implemented in liblinear tools 10 , which has good generalization for sparse data. Table 2 shows the results of feature selection experiments for subtask A. For each target, the two columns, i.e., Rel and Ori, list the optimal feature sets for relevance detection step and orientation detection step, respectively. As for feature selection strategy, we adopted hill climbing: keeping adding one type feature at a time until no further improvement can be achieved. Due to page limitation, we only listed optimal feature types for each corresponding target.
From Table 2 , it is interesting to find:
(1) The Similarity Features are effective to detect the stance regardless of the targets. Since almost half of training tweets are labeled as None records which 10 https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/liblinear/ are not relevant to the given target, the Similarity Features are more adept at determining whether the tweet is related to the given target.
(2) The Sentiment Lexicon and SWV features are not quite effective as expected. Based on the observation on training data, we found that the Favor stance tweets not always directly express positive emotion and so are the Against tweets. For example, many tweeters usually support or against the target by commenting statements opposed to the given target rather than explicitly express their own opinions to the given target. Thus, it is hard to classify the tweet stance according to its sentiment polarity expressed in tweets alone. Furthermore, we also compared the output of feature selection procedure and the results using all features is much poorer than using optimal feature subsets (e.g., 57.81% vs 65.09% in Hillary Clinton), which shows that not all features are suitable for stance detection.
(3) The Tweet Specific features are beneficial to this task. It may be that the tweeters often use the emoticons (i.e., Emoticon), emphatic words (i.e., Elongated, AllCaps) to express their attitudes. Besides, the hashtag usually carries the main stance of the corresponding tweet.
We also performed preliminary experiments to tune parameters of classifier , e.g., the penalty coefficient C. Finally, the optimized configurations listed in Table 3 are adopted for subtask A test data.
Subtask B
As for subtask B, we did not construct extra system and just continued to use the method as subtask A. All labeled data of 5 targets in subtask A were used as training data for Donald Trump and two classifiers were built. The last two column in Table 2 shows the experiment results on training data for subtask B. The submitted system configuration is shown in 
Results and Discussion
Using the optimum feature sets shown in Table 2 and configurations shown in Table 3 , we constructed 10 classifiers for subtask A and 2 classifiers for subtask B and assessed them against the SemEval 2016 Task 6 test data. Table 4 lists the results of our systems and the top-ranked systems on test data provided by organizer for subtask A and B. In subtask A, our system ranked 5th out of 19 teams and in subtask B, the ranking is 5th/9. First, the results in Table 4 showed that our twostep system performed comparable to the best result in supervised framework (subtask A). It indicates that the proposed system and features are adept in detecting stance in tweet. However, compared with the results on training data, the results on test data are much poorer. The possible reason may be the difference between training data and test data. A further deep analysis will be done later.
Second, in subtask B, our system performed worse than the top results. The major reason lies in that we only adopted the same configuration tuned on training data and did not expanded the training data by adding unlabeled data.
Conclusion
In this paper, we decomposed the stance detection task into two steps, i.e., relevance detection and orientation detection, which aim at determining whether the tweet is relevant to the given target and whether the tweet is support for the given target. Considering the diversity of different targets, we built unique model for each target. Several types of features are proposed, for example, Similarity Features, Linguistic Features, Topic Features, etc. The experimental results on training and test data show that the proposed systems is suitable for stance detection. In future work, we consider to optimize the feature engineering to avoid overfitting.
